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Whether you work in pharmaceutical manufacturing, computer science, or the laboratory, if validation and
compliance are important to you — don’t miss this event!
IVT Network, the foremost source for life sciences validation and compliance knowledge, presents its flagship event, the 25th
Annual Validation Week October 16-18, 2019 in Las Vegas.
Celebrating 25 years of providing thought leadership in all aspects of validation and quality, including process, facilities,
computer software, and much more, this special program will focus on what matters TODAY for industry professionals.
Join us for this SILVER anniversary year to gain knowledge in validation and facility design, leverage data integrity audits to
eliminate 483s and warning letter observations, integrate Quality-by-Design Lifecycle in process validation, qualification, and
quality systems, and much more, while experiencing the event that keeps industry professionals coming back year after year!

Sharing – Validation is an integral part of compliance and is required by regulatory guidelines. It impacts every

area of the business, from the laboratory to the production floor. This educational and networking event has been designed to
be all-inclusive, enabling professionals in technical, operational and leadership positions to benefit from the information
exchange! Be there so you can share!
Industry – Each session at Validation Week provides the building blocks for successful Quality and Validation programs,
including updates on prevailing technologies, FDA regulatory showcase, and practical approaches to validation, quality, and
manufacturing.
Leading – A week’s worth of valuable information and insight delivered by thought leaders and solution providers on the
forefront of innovation. This conference is designed for industry leaders and delivered by industry leaders.
Validation As the industry’s flagship validation event, this program provides the most up-to-date and cutting-edge
information on new global regulations, technological advances, and industry case models for developing, implementing and
deploying validation procedures enterprise-wide.
Educational – The most comprehensive validation and quality management program. Bring your entire team to this
anniversary event to hear the latest regulatory updates and gain the knowledge you need to bring your validation processes to
the next level.
Resources – Bursting at the seams with: 30+ educational sessions focused on core competencies and advanced learning,
200+ Attendees from a dynamic community of professionals across the life sciences, Networking for new connections and
peer-to-peer exchange, a Can’t-Miss Anniversary Celebration in Las Vegas. In addition, attendees will benefit from a FREE 10day trial and a limited-time, $500 discount on the IVT Network membership!

Previous attendees refer to Val Week as a “must attend” homecoming —
don’t miss your chance to join us!
Validation Week had a talented group of presenters and fostered open communication between industry and
regulatory agency attendees.
Global Process Owner, Process Validation, Beckman Coulter

Best conference ever! And, I’ve been to a lot of conferences over the course of my career.
Senior Manager, IT Validation, Thermo Fisher Scientific

The conference was very informative. It covered various aspects of validation. It also provided a good
networking opportunity.
Senior Principal Scientist, Fresenius Kabi North America

Great for understanding and staying current with regulatory expectations. Really helped me think about
alternative approaches
in several quality system areas.
Director, Validation Engineering, Edwards Lifesciences
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